Abstract.
its members is arithmetic. A persistently arithmetic theory is a complete consistent theory all of whose complete types are arithmetic.
Let 21 be a realization of an effective language L where the domain of 21 is a recursive set of natural numbers. The augmented language L(2l), with constants naming the elements, may then be taken to be effective. For any set $ of formulas of L, the ^-diagramof 21 denotes the set of all sentences <p(ai,...,an) of L(2l) true in (21,{a}aea) for which <p(xi,...,xn) E $. The complete diagram of 21 is the $-diagram where $ is the set of all formulas of L. We say that a structure is decidable (arithmetic) if it is isomorphic to one with a recursive (arithmetic) diagram. A straightforward construction establishes the well-known Lemma 0. Every consistent arithmetic theory has an arithmetic model.
The language L*. In discussing persistently finite theories, it seems useful to introduce the following first-order language, which has the effect of an infinitary language.
Let {Ti}i<u be any sequence of types (not necessarily complete) in L. Let L* be the result of adding to L new relation symbols {P¿}¿<w where, if'Fj is an n-ary type then P¿ is an n-ary relation symbol.
For any realization 21 of L' D L, let Pf be the relations of 21 defined by Pf(ai,...,an)
•«• forall^er¿, 2lN^[oi,...,on].
We define 21* to be (2l,Pf)i<u) so that 21* is a realization of (L')\
We classify the formulas of (Z/)* using classes E£ and Il£ for n < w, defined as follows. Let Aq be the class of Boolean combinations of atomic formulas of (L')* and arbitrary formulas of L'. Let Eq = IIo = Aq . Now let S£+1 be the set of all formulas of the form 3j/i 3y2 • ■ ■ 3j/k <p for k > 0 and ¡p E Il£ , and let Iln+i be those of the form Vj/i Vj/2 ■ • -Vj/k f with k > 0 and <p E U£.
Note that if L' = Lu {aa \ a < ß}, where the Oj's are constant symbols, and ip(ai,...,aa,yi,...,yn)E(L')*, then <p(ai,...,aa,y1,...,ym)EZn-'(Il%) iff iP(x1,...,xs, yi,...,ym)Gs£(n£).
We define A =* 03 if A* and 03* satisfy the same X¡£ (and also II¿ ) sentences, where A and 2) are L'-structures, L E L'. Thus A =1 58 if and only if A = !8.
We also define 21 =* S if 21 =* © for each n < u. Since every formula of (L')* is logically equivalent to one in some E¿ , we have 21 =* 2? if and only if 21* s 05*. The language L* has exactly the expressive power of the fragment of LWl)W obtained from the atomic formulas and the infinite conjunctions ^r¿ by applying the quantifiers and the finitary connectives.
Notation. The symbol S denotes a finite sequence of the form (ai,a2,...,am) where m > 0 is either arbitrary or indicated by the context. In §2, we construct a model in the stype of [Keisier] , where more detail is given.
We use the notation <p-> for the result of peforming a single step in moving a negation inward. More precisely, tp-> is defined to be -><p if <p is atomic; rp if tp is But one of the <Pk(x) is of the form Pi(c, x) which specifies the type realized in 21 by a, a'. So, since T is persistently finite, only finitely many of the (03,5, b'k) are nonisomorphic Thus, one of the b'k satisfies all of the <Pi(x). Taking 6' to be such, we have (21,5,o') =; (03,5,6').
We can now show:
(2) If 21,03 1= T, U,a' E 21, 5 E 03 and if (a,a) =* (03,5) then there exists b' E 03 for which (a,3, a') =m (03,6,6').
From (1), for each n, there exists b'n for which (a, 3, a') =* (03,5,6n). Again only finitely many of the (03,5,6_n) are nonisomorphic, so we may take 6' to be some 6ŝ uch that (a, 5, a') =^ (03,6,6^) for infinitely many and thus every m.
It now follows that:
(3) If a, 03 are countable models of T and if a s* 03 then a = 03.
Using (2), this is just a routine back-and-forth argument. Now T has only finitely many nonisomorphic countable models, say 8li, a2,..., afc. By (3), for i # j, there exists n¿,, with a¿ píj^ 03.,. Taking n to be the maximum of the nij for 1 < i < j < k, gives the desired result.
2. Construction of an arithmetic model. We return to the general situation where T is an arithmetic theory in a language L and the T¿ are arbitrary types in L, not necessarily complete. We assume that the I\ can be listed in such a way that the relation ip E I\ is an arithmetic relation between i and ¡p.
Lemma 2. Let <p0 be a Un+i sentence ofL* such that T has models a and 03 for which a is arithmetic, 03* N <p0 and a s* 03. Then T has an arithmetic model 03, for which <&\¥ip0.
Proof. Let L(C) be the language L augmented by a countable set C = {c0, Ci,...} of new constant symbols. Let S be a family of finite sets of FJn sentences of L(C)* which are simultaneously satisfiable in a*. That is, s E S if s is of the form {<Pi(c),..., <Pk(c)} where the <pi(x) are En formulas of L* and a* N 3ï
We construct the diagram of 031 by forming, recursively relative to the Endiagram of a* and the relation <p E I\, a sequence so Q si E s2 E • ■ • of members of S in such a way that su = \Ji<u s¿ satisfies each of the following conditions.
(1) If <p&ip E su then <p E s" and ip E su.
(2) If (p V ip € sw then either <p E sw or xp E su. To show that this is possible (without yet considering effectiveness) we must, for example considering condition (2), show that if s E S and tpV rp E s then either sU{<p} E S or sU{tp} E S. By definition of S, s is satisfiable in a* by some elements of a. Thus, either s U {tp} or s U {tp} is satisfiable in a* by the same element of a.
Each of conditions (l)-(8) has a similar straightforward verification.
For condition (9) we must show that, if s E S and cEC, then s U {ipo(c)} E S. The conjuction of s is logically equivalent to some En sentence a{j£, d) where cr(x, y) is a En formula of L*. By definition of S, the En sentence 3x3ya(x,y) is true in a*.
Since a =*n 03, 03* 1= 3x3ya(x,y). Since 03* 1= Vxxp0(x), 03* N 3x3y(o-(x,y)8cipr)(x)). Now since this last sentence is logically equivalent to a En sentence and since a fe* 03, we have a* t= 3x3y(o(x, y) & ip(x)). Thus s U {rp0(c)} E S. Now let su have the properties (l)-(9). We may define 031 in the usual way by first defining an equivalence relation on C by c¿ ~ Cj if (c¿ = Cj) E su. Denoting the equivalence class of c G C by (c), we let the domain of 031 be {(c) : cEC) and define the relations, etc., of 031 by 031 N y?[(ci),---^Cm)] iff <p(ci,..., cm) E sw when tp is an atomic formula of L. These notions can be shown to be well defined using conditions (8), (3) and (2) and the definition of S.
We may now prove that if ^(ci,...,cm) E sw then 03* N <p[(ci),•••,(cm)], first for <p a formula of L, by induction using conditions (l)-(5), then for <p an atomic or negated atomic formula of L*, using conditions (6) and (7), and so using (l)-(5) again, for every formula tp of L*.
So by condition (8) and the definiton of s, 0311= T, and by (9), 031 N <po-To complete the proof, we must see that the sequence sqE si E s2Q ••• can be chosen to be arithmetic. It follows, by condition (8) that 031 is arithmetic.
Since a is arithmetic, we may assume that the diagram of a is arithmetic. Since the relation ¡p E Tj is arithmetic, the An-diagram of a* is arithmetic. Thus, by induction on k, the Efc-diagram of a* is arithmetic for each k. Now the sequence {sj} can be constructed arithmetically relative to the En-diagram of a*, since each 3n+i is obtained from sn by finding a En sentence tp from some arithmetic set for which sn U {tp} is satisfiable in a*.
3. Persistently finite, persistently arithmetic theories. These two lemmas now apply to give Theorem 1. Let T be a persistently finite persistently arithmetic theory. Then all countable models ofT are arithmetic.
Proof.
Let {I\}t<w be a list of all complete types of T. Since T has finitely many countable models, there is obviously [Benda] a single complete type T of T such that every model of T realizing T realizes every type of T. Since T is persistently arithmetic, T is arithmetic. Thus, by Lemma 0, T has an arithmetic model realizing all types of T. So the list {I\} can be chosen so that the relation <p E Ti is arithmetic. Now suppose that 03 is a countable model of T which is not arithmetic. (This will eventually be contradicted.) For each nonarithmetic model 03 of T, there is by Lemma 1 a sentence of L* true in 03* but not in any arithmetic model of T. Similarly, since T is persistently finite and persistently arithmetic, for each 5 E |03|<w, there is a single sentence of L(5)* true in (03,5) but not in any arithmetic model of the arithmetic theory Th ((03,5) ). So for each 5 G |03|<w, we may let n be the least natural number such that (53,6)* satisfies some IIn+i sentence <po of L(c)* which is not true in (a,3)* for any arithmetic model (a,a) of Th(03,6). Let 5 be chosen so that this n is least.
For this choice of 5, we may let (ai,5i),...,(a/c,5/c) be all the nonisomorphic arithmetic models of Th(03,5), since T is persistently finite. We now see that if tp is any En+i sentence of L(c)* true in (03,5)* then tp is true in some (ai,5¿)*. For suppose otherwise and let tp be 3xip(c,x), where tp is IIn. Then there exist 5' G 03 for which ip(c,d) is true in (03,5,5')* but not in (a,3,3')* for any arithmetic model (03,6). We may thus apply Lemma 2 to obtain an arithmetic model (03i,5i) of Th(03,5) for which (03i,6i)* t= <p0. But this contradicts the choice of <po-4. The number of models. If T is an arithmetic, persistently finite theory which is not persistently arithmetic, then its countable models may not all be arithmetic. But we can then say something about the number of models of T. First we will need a lemma [Millar 2 ].
Lemma. If for a complete decidable theory there is an r.e. list of all its recursive complete types, and the theory has only countably many complete types, then the theory has a decidable homogeneous model realizing all of its recursive types. Theorem 2. If an arithmetic, persistently finite theory T has a countable nonarithmetic model then it has at least 5 countable models.
The proof of the lemma directly relativizes to the arithmetic case, i.e. the lemma is still true if all occurrences of "decidable", "r.e.", and "recursive" are replaced by "arithmetic". The theory T satisfies all of the hypotheses of the relativized lemma. The only part that is perhaps not obvious is whether T must have an arithmetic list of its arithmetic types, but this was argued in §3. Thus T has a homogenous arithmetic model ai realizing all the arithmetic types of T.
Next we claim that T must have an arithmetic nonprincipal type. Since all the principal types of an arithmetic theory are arithmetic, and because T is not persistently arithmetic, T must have a nonprincipal n-type for some n. Fixing such an n, define B(xi,...,xn) = {-t<p(xi,. ■ ■,xn) | V0(xi,...,xn)3kT\-tp(xi,. ..,xn)-* 0(xi,...,xn)k}-Thus B is just the collection of negations of formulas in the displayed variables that are either inconsistent with or a complete formula of T. Since T has a nonprincipal n-type, TUB(xi,...,xn) must be consistent. Since T is arithmetic and thus too B(xi,...,xn), and since T has only countably many complete types, T has an arithmetic complete type T(xi,...,xn) satisfying B(Xi,...,Xn)QT(xi,...,Xn). This is the desired type, since T cannot be principal, given its containment of B. Again just as in §3, there is some arithmetic type of T such that if a model realizes that type then it realizes every arithmetic type of T. Since T has a nonprincipal arithmetic type, such a type must also be nonprincipal. So fix T(xi,.. .,xn) arithmetic, nonprincipal and such that any model realizing T realizes every arithmetic type of T.
By the same argument, but relative to the theory T(c) instead of T, there is an arithmetic type E(x, y) such that E(c, y) is a nonprincipal type of the theory T(c). Now, since T is arithmetic and nonprincipal, T has an arithmetic model At omitting T, thus A i ?É A2-Also r(c) has an arithmetic model (A3,c) omitting E(c,y). Since A3 realizes T, A3 £ A2. Also, since ^3 realizes T it realizes every arithmetic type, so in particular it realizes E(x,y). But (^3,2) does not realize E(c,y), so A3 is not homogeneous. This shows A3 £ A\.
Finally, by [Rosenstein] , T has a weakly saturated countable model Ai and a saturated countable model A5. Since T is not persistently arithmetic, neither A4 nor A5 is arithmetic. Thus Ai^Aj, ¿ = 1,2,3; j = 4,5.
This completes the proof that T must have at least rive countable models.
